
Eight best practices
for running BlackBerry
Enterprise Server on
Lotus Notes Domino
Installing BlackBerry Enterprise Server (BES) on a Lotus Notes Domino system

is relatively straightforward, but you need to pay careful attention to certain

configuration issues to avoid availability and performance problems. These

eight best practices and maintenance tips will keep BlackBerry Enterprise

Server running properly in your Lotus Notes Domino environment
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About Blackberry
The BlackBerry® solution advantage is that it keeps your mobile employees in

touch with the information, customers and colleagues that drive your business.

Whether email, calendar and PIM, or mobile extensions of your CRM, field serv-

ice, business intelligence or collaboration tools, the BlackBerry® Enterprise

Solution offers everything you need to mobilize your organization. Designed

with security and flexibility in mind, the BlackBerry Enterprise Solution provides

a proven, secure, open architecture for globally extending wireless communica-

tions and corporate data to mobile users.

For more information, visit www.rim.com

www.rim.com


Eight best practices for running BlackBerry Enterprise Server
on Lotus Notes Domino

1. Is the Domino server running the BlackBerry Enterprise Server software either in the LocalDomainServers group

or a part of the standard server organizational unit (OU)? (Some environments are configured to have all the

Lotus Domino servers in their own OU so they can be referenced using “/YourServerOU/YourOrganization“)

You should add the Lotus Domino server (or the LocalDomainServers group or wild-card reference) to a group

called “BlackBerry Admins” (or something similar). This group can then be used for all access control list (data-

base- and server-level) needs.

2. If the Lotus Domino server running the BES software is configured as specified in item #1 above, make certain

that all Local Domain servers (by group or wild-card reference) are set to “Run unrestricted methods and

operations“ on the server document. (If you’re still running Lotus Notes Domino 5.x, the value goes in the

“Run unrestricted Java/Javascript/COM“). Because it uses agents that require high-level access to function,

BlackBerry Enterprise Server will not work properly—if at all—without these settings.

3. Add BES task to the ServerTasks line in the notes.ini file of the Lotus Domino server running BlackBerry

Enterprise Server. As an alternative option, you can also configure Domino to load the BES task using a program

document instead of creating a direct reference in notes.ini. If not added to the ServerTasks line or in a program

document, the administrator has to launch BES manually from the console each time the server is restarted by

using “load BES” at the console.

4. In the user-state databases, make certain that the special BlackBerry Admin group you set up is in the ACL with

‘Manager’ rights. Members of the BlackBerry Admin group need ‘Manager’ access so they can update the ACL,

delete the database should the user be removed from the system, as well as perform any other database main-

tenance that might be necessary on the state databases.

5. If not using roaming profiles, user mail files should be configured using the Domino Web Access mail

template in order for Personal Information Management (PIM) synchronization to work properly. (In Lotus Notes

Domino 5.x, it’s known as the iNotes mail template.)

6. If a profile database becomes corrupt, delete the database and restart Domino Server to recreate the profile

database from the Microsoft SQL Server information (if using a version of BlackBerry Enterprise Server version

4.1 or later, an IBM DB2 server could also be used).

7. Make sure port 3101 (TCP) is open on the firewall for outbound initiated BlackBerry messages. It is a TCP/IP

operation that maintains the state relationship for communication.

8. On BlackBerry, enable database pruning—it keeps the size of user state databases in check. When the pruning

process runs, it selects 20 users to process (their state database) each night at the designated time. The

Domino agent tries to remove documents in the state databases of the 20 users in 20 minutes. If it cannot, the

agent terminates. If it completes the initial 20 and has extra time, it will start work on another user outside of

the original 20 selected.
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